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Graphic design is directly linked to communication and cultural understanding. The 
way in which we understand visual images is strongly influenced by our 
understanding of the world around us. Literature on “visual culture” demonstrates that 
our understanding of visual images is closely linked to social development. In the past 
number of years international students within post-secondary educational institution 
design programs have been found to produce designs that do not match the 
expectations of their Australian lecturers. In particular, there is a constant difference 
in expectations with respect to how a design brief is interpreted aesthetically. This 
paper will discuss three case studies that follow the lecturer/teacher and student from 
presentation of brief to creation of final artwork. The paper will look at the 
difficulties that occur for teachers and students alike. It discusses the observed 
mismatch in expectations based on interviews conducted; it looks primarily at the 
creative/design process and the criteria this process brings to bear on lecturer/teacher 
and student. It also discuss the interpretation process identifying points of choice and 
variation as they occur and further analyzing the complex and multilayered patterns 
of difference that influence a culturally shaped aesthetic sense. 
 
 
Introduction 
The international mix in most educational environments presents a challenging 
teaching and learning situation. This paper discusses the range of design outcomes 
that are achieved when a group of communication design students originate from 
different ethnic and cultural backgrounds. The data presented reflect a small, in-depth 
sample, which focuses on Chinese students. It provides the basis for a fuller 
understanding of the consequential misalignment that occurs between lecturer 
intention, student understanding and the design outcome. This research aims to 
provide critical insights into the experience of international students so that all 
stakeholders can better understand the teaching and learning process. 
 
Essential to the design process is the development of a concept that creatively meets a 
client brief and communicates to the target audience. Central to this process is 
problem solving where a communication need is clearly identified, researched and the 
creative solution achieved. Structured around product, competition, target market 
research and analysis, this process involves the separation of personal likes and 
dislikes from the discipline of the creative process. The aim of the communication 
designer is to create an outcome through skill and creativity that visually expresses 
the information or emotion to the audience. This process is new to beginning 
designers and often draws on other aspects of the individual’s experiences.  
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It is important to bear in mind the notion of creativity and the cultural importance 
placed on it. Bond (1991 p.24) discusses that Chinese creativity varies vastly from the 
West. He says “to produce a new but appropriate response to a problem is a much 
prized characteristic in the West. Creativity is valued for its contribution to progress 
and proof of the creator’s individuality.”3 From this we can see that creativity is 
valued and encouraged in western society. In Chinese culture the response may be 
quite different, Bond (1991 p.25) explains, “Chinese are more concrete and practical 
than Americans in the objects they choose to draw, and more pragmatic in their 
tendency to evaluate ideas in terms of their immediate application. Both 
characteristics lessen creativity, which requires that people explore situations in all 
their possibilities without prejudging their usefulness.”4 This suggests that individuals 
raised in Chinese environments approach creative thinking differently. Chinese 
international design students consequently need to learn to operate not only in a 
system which has a different visual aesthetic and teaching style but also a different 
creative attitude and approach. 
 
Difficulties for lecturers and students 
Students in tertiary education have experienced a vast range of external variants, 
which have penetrated their mode of expression and perception. Barnard (1998 p.41) 
discusses “the understanding of the relationship between shape and an emotion must 
be shared between an entire community of sign users, otherwise the shape will not 
represent or communicate anything to the community”5. This suggests that a strong 
association exists between social development and understanding of the visual world 
around us. This pre-knowledge can shape and influence student response to design 
briefs. The underlying importance of this formulates the basis of the assumption in 
this study; that this knowledge and association bears direct influence on the design 
processes and the outcomes achieved by international students. 
 
Pivotal to the formulation of a design solution is an understanding of the problem and 
the target market within the society for which the communication is produced. It 
follows then, that when placed in an environment outside one’s place of origin 
misunderstanding can exist and mismatch in outcome result. 
 
The cause of the mismatch appears related to misunderstood processes and 
expectations. Jenkins (1995 p.2) believes, “what we see, and the manner in which we 
come to see it, is not simply part of natural ability. It is rather intimately linked with 
the ways that our society has, overtime, arranged its form of knowledge, its strategies 
of power and its system of desire.” He further argues, “looking, seeing and knowing 
have become perilously intertwined.”6 What is created visually is highly dependent on 
knowledge and understanding of ideas and notions that underlie society reaffirming 
that communication and societal knowledge combine to form fundamental 
components of the design process and consequently a vital part of design education. 
The lecturer and international student, in the context of this research, are both lacking 
the experience and knowledge required to understand the cultural structures that 
coexist.  
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This study investigates the communication aesthetic and the manner in which 
difference manifests itself in the production of visual outcomes. The impact of this 
mismatch is analysed for variation that exists by identifying points of choice and 
difference.  
 
The results demonstrate that the students understand the words and the literal meaning 
but the visual associations and aesthetic values appear diametrically opposed. The 
outcomes that ensue are consequently misaligned with lecturer expectation. The 
absence of a ‘successful’ solution results in frustration and confusion for both lecturer 
and student. 
 
 
Participants 
The research involves three case studies in three different teaching environments. 
Case One  Student: Female, Late teens, Hong Kong Chinese 
Lecturer: Female, eight years experience 
 
Case Two  Student: Female, Early 20’s, Mainland Chinese,  
    (living in Vietnam) 
Lecturer: Male, Late 20’s, six years experience 
 
Case Three Student: Female, Late 30’s, Hong Kong Chinese 
Lecturer: Female, Late 30’s, one year experience 
 
Discussed in this paper are data collected in Case Study Two. Analysis of this data 
remains on-going; findings presented here represent first stage analysis and 
conclusions. For the purpose of clarity, the participants will be referred to as Grace 
(student) and Paul (lecturer). This case has been selected as it best represents an 
overview of the responses. It should be kept in mind that the data is highly indicative 
of the responses received in all cases studies, the presented themes and categories 
strongly correlate between all instances observed. 
 
The Design Process 
The purpose of communication design is to visually communicate a message to a 
given audience. It should be considered that, while creative in nature, visual solutions 
created by designers are in response to client briefs. The communication is ultimately 
between the client and the target audience. The designer is the initiator of a creative, 
visual approach through which the message is transmitted. For the purpose of this 
case study the design process has been broken down into three stages with interviews 
conducted at each stage: after the initial briefing; after the presentation of first stage 
ideas and lecturer critique; and lastly, after the submission and critique of the final 
outcome. 
Students and lecturers were interviewed to determine what they felt and understood at 
each of the stages. They were asked to discuss the brief, design progression and 
reflect on general practice. The data presented here demonstrates the degree of 
misalignment. Case Two required the student to design and produce the graphic 
elements of a fruit box. From a design perspective, the emphasis was on the use and 
combination of: typography, illustration and colour to create a visually appealing 
outcome that communicated the desired message to the target market. 
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Lecturer briefing style was common in all cases; the brief was introduced to the entire 
group with key elements and requirements being made clear. Visual examples 
demonstrating desired direction and outcomes were shown in addition to verbal 
instruction. International students were also given one-on-one tuition and specific 
assistance as required. Specific to Case Two, the lecturer used a note taking/explain 
back approach through which the student was able to seek assistance and ongoing 
points of clarification. 
 
Data 
As the data was analysed a number of themes evolved.  From these, the theme 
discussed in this paper is Design Principles. This theme describes the principles and 
elements which, when combined, communicate a visual message. The use of design 
principles and elements is fundamental to the design process and therefore constitutes 
a significant theme in this research. Fundamental to this theme is the concept of 
aesthetic.  
 
For the purpose of this paper data have been categorised and tabled through: 
typographic choice relating to legibility and communication; colour selection and use; 
image use and layout, representing the combination of these elements into a final 
product. Data collected has been analysed for actual instances, examined, correlated 
and interpreted to clarify the relationship between the given constructs. Represented 
here is an overview of these responses. It should be noted that the points are generally 
indicative of response in all three case studies. Elements that represent a repeated 
pattern are denoted with an asterisk (*). 
 
Table 1  Design Criteria – Paul 
Typography Clear and simple; avoid complex styles with fine lines.* 
Colour Complementary and theme related to the subject matter.* 
Illustration Representative of subject; technique open to creative interpretation.* 
Layout  Design elements combined to work in relation to each other.* 
 
 
At the onset of the brief Paul identifies and acknowledges what he considers to be 
aesthetically important to the outcome of the project. Paul presents the points in Table 
1 as key design approaches to be used when formulating a solution. Paul makes it 
clear that design outcomes most preferred by him should combine elements that fit the 
tabled criteria. The project presents opportunity for creative interpretation; however, 
central to the solution is a theme-based relationship between the elements used to 
communicate the message. 
 
Table 2  Typography – Paul 
Strong preference for simple sans serif typefaces.* 
Low regard for the use of complex and ornate typefaces.* 
Script and serif typefaces considered unsophisticated, unprofessional and childish.* 
Vital aspect of typographic decision-making is a strong theme.* 
Typographic choice should be made with regard to other design elements.* 
Effective typographic choice considers variety of weights and styles in a font family.* 
Hierarchal approach to presenting typographic information is aimed for.* 
Use of too many typefaces is undesirable and distracting.* 
The design integrity of a typeface should not be tampered with. 
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Table 2 identifies the points important to Paul from an aesthetic and legibility 
perspective. These fulfill many rudimentary rules and requirements fundamental to 
western typographic design. In the two other case studies, lecturers identify many of 
the same points as vital to effective typographic communication.  
 
Table 3   Typography – Grace 
Dislike for simple sans serif typefaces finding their use formal and boring.* 
Believes sans serif typefaces are ineffective in attracting audience attention.* 
Preference toward using ‘different’ typeface generally script and serif typefaces.* 
Identifies culture of influence and believes that western typographic design is simple 
but that Asian design is not. * 
Design process involves modification of typefaces to give them uniqueness. 
Undertaken as standard design practice, believes not doing this is not adequately 
designing with type. 
 
Table 3 shows Grace’s view and responses. Her attitude and approach to typographic 
design differs greatly from Paul. Grace demonstrates an understanding of the concepts 
and aesthetic values considered desirable but does not fully accept these. Grace does 
not disregard Paul’s opinion but rather acknowledges that her view is different and 
attributes the difference to a culturally based variation in communication design 
aesthetic that she believes exists between Asian and western design.  
 
Bond (1991 p.26) describes “Chinese students are ideally suited for what the 
educational psychologist Donald Norman labelled “additive and fine-tuning” 
approaches to learning. Neither adding to a core of existing knowledge nor honing 
one’s established skill challenges what one has already mastered. Instead it “polishes 
the jade”.7 Grace’s use and variation of typefaces embodies this, she adds elements 
and modifies existing designs to make them unique considering this to be “designing 
with type”. From Paul’s perspective Grace’s approach to typography breaks 
fundamental rules, which he finds unacceptable. The resulting mismatch on many 
levels demonstrates clearly the variation that occurs here and is repeated in other 
categories.  
 
Table 4  Colour – Paul 
Colour choice should be generally theme related.* 
Theme related colour choices are logical, considered and appropriate.* 
Theme related colour is better able to communicate a message. 
Use of varied colour is unnecessary and distracting.* 
Colour use that has too much contrast or is too varied, is disliked. 
Colour should not clutter or become dominant.* 
Overuse of colour, as a design element is disliked.* 
 
Table 4 identifies Paul’s basic rules and beliefs in relation to colour use. In 
communication design he believes that theme related colour use is fundamental. It is a 
common western approach to select colours according to their relationship to subject 
matter. Paul believes theme related colours communicate messages effectively and 
considers it unnecessary and distracting to use varied colour. He believes random 
                                                 
7 Bond, MH (1991) Beyond the Chinese Face. 1st ed. Hong Kong (China): Oxford University Press. 
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colour adds little, so as a result there is lack of understanding of the Grace’s approach 
to colour use. 
 
Table 5  Colour – Grace 
Prefers a colourful design.* 
Considers colour significant in creating attractive and eye-catching communication –
repeatedly identifying colour as a vital component.* 
Considers white space as lacking in design consideration.* 
Expresses repeated dislike for white space.* 
Considers colour more visually appealing.* 
Identifies traditional cultural meanings as an influence on colour choice, 
e.g. white represents death, red luck and blue hope. 
 
Table 5 demonstrates a vastly different colour aesthetic and approach. Grace identifies 
colour as a key visual element. In her opinion good visual communication is 
“colourful” and uses strong, vibrant colours, which she considers “attractive” and 
“eye-catching”. Grace demonstrates a strong dislike for white space, considering it 
visually unappealing and believes it shows a lack of design consideration. Grace talks 
about colour selection in relation to emotive responses. Traditional cultural meanings 
and preferences are identified as significant and of influence in colour selection. 
Grace explains she avoids the use of black and white in her design because it 
represents death in her culture. Conversely, she expresses a like for red as it has 
positive associations in her cultural context. 
 
Grace also identifies relationships between colour and communication to a market 
segment as culturally different. Grace considers gold an “up-market” colour in Asian 
design but believes black is not. She acknowledges, however, that when used in 
western design black is often associated with exclusive products. Perceptions and 
colour associations are opposed and clearly at odds. Grace uses colours that visually 
appeal to her and draws strong relationships to traditional values and beliefs. Deeply 
seeded cultural responses appear to be significant and of direct influence on both 
Grace and Paul. 
 
Paul is extremely disappointed with Grace’s use of colour. He identifies in the data 
that colour is one of the easiest factors to overcome with local students yet repeatedly 
an area of difficulty with international students. Paul identifies that his main objective 
of theme related colour is not met; the absence of this causes a communication block 
and creates a confused, negative response to the Grace’s work. 
 
Table 6  Images – Paul 
Good illustration is a strong vehicle through which a message is communicated.* 
Illustration should use theme related colour to enhance the subject matter.* 
Illustration should combine with other design elements.* 
Techniques implemented should be simple and interpretive.* 
Illustration should be a key element in this design solution. 
Graphic devices such as patterns should be theme related to enhance 
communication.* 
 
Paul believes illustration is a fundamental element in visual communication. He 
identifies it as a key vehicle through which messages are effectively conveyed. 
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Commonly reflected in the other two case studies, illustration and photography in 
western design are significant elements often developed through a theme-based 
approach. In Paul’s opinion the creation of illustration that combines colour, 
technique and subject matter to reflect the feel and flow of the message best 
communicates. When looking at Grace’s work strong visual aspects do not meet 
Paul’s pre-conceived notions.  
 
The data do not show a predisposition to a particular stylistic approach but does 
strongly focus on Paul’s need for correlation between product/message and 
image/technique. Paul believes that the abstract style adopted by Grace is “too sharp” 
and not appropriate for use in a design that should communicate a “fresh natural 
feel”. 
 
Table 7  Image – Grace 
Aims to achieve a realistic illustrative outcome.* 
Has a tendency to choose techniques and approaches that are familiar and safe.* 
Does not indicate a theme-based relationship toward image making.* 
Believes that pattern is an effective element that adds emphasis.* 
Combines pattern and colour to create a strong graphic. 
Considers pattern and colour a key design aspect, which enhances communication.* 
 
Proud and positive about her illustrative outcomes and working processes, Grace 
believes that her illustrations are good quality and effectively executed. This 
correlates with Paul’s opinion in as far as he does believe that Grace has adequately 
worked toward a desired outcome here, finding the illustrations the strongest point of 
the design. 
 
Grace has enjoyed the production of the illustrations and has used drawing techniques 
she feels comfortable with. Grace demonstrates a tendency toward the application of 
techniques she knows and understands. This pattern is repeated in all case studies 
where each of the students has a propensity toward perfecting existing skills and 
knowledge rather than actively seeking out new approaches and techniques. Again 
this reflects Bond’s (1991 p.26) “polishing the jade” 8 notion where it is indicated that 
Chinese culture tends to lean toward creative approaches that master techniques rather 
than searching for innovative directions. 
 
Paul on the other hand would like Grace to seek out the most appropriate technique 
and approach. Echoed by all lecturers, creative exploration is highly valued and 
fundamental to the design process; highlighting again the mismatch between groups. 
No indication exists in the data that colour choice or illustrative techniques are 
considered from a theme-based perspective. In terms of pattern use, Grace considers 
pattern a significant design element, she believes it adds emphasis and greatly 
contributes to a successful outcome. Grace combines colour and pattern to add drama 
and aid communication; vastly different to Paul’s approach this difference is repeated 
in all cases. 
 
Furthermore, Grace believes that the colour and pattern she has used forms a strong 
design element and effectively creates a strong graphic connection between the 
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packages. Contrary to this, Paul struggles to understand what he considers “odd” 
colour choices. Paul immensely dislikes the pattern both for its style and colour use, 
considering it unprofessional. He cannot understand Grace’s use of a random pattern 
and this presents a significant barrier for him. Causal relationships appear to be of 
optimum importance.  
 
Table 8   Layout – Paul 
Effective package design communicates through a theme. 
Design elements must be considered in relation to each other.* 
Use of typography, colour and illustration should compliment the theme to best 
communicate to a given audience.* 
‘Crisp’ and ‘open’ design approaches are highly regarded (taken to mean simple 
approaches with a significant use of white space).* 
Hierarchal placement of elements should be used to create focus.* 
Elements should be placed to not ‘fight against each other’.* 
Creation of a strong focal point is vitally important.* 
 
Paul firmly believes that a successful design will demonstrate a combination of 
typography, colour and illustration in a thematic approach. Elements will bear a 
strong relationship to each other. This combination for Paul constitutes the most 
effective way to communicate a visual message to an audience, reflecting a common 
western design approach. Paul believes the combination of design elements should 
aim to create a simple and uncluttered style; this strongly reflects contemporary 
western communication design trends. These beliefs are identified and acknowledged 
as significant by all three lecturers. 
 
Paul describes that he does not want design elements to be placed together in such a 
manner that they “fight against each other” which, from his perspective, Grace’s 
design elements do. We need to consider, however, that Grace believes her elements 
fit together in a pleasing manner. Grace in fact is extremely pleased with the outcome 
produced and we can assume therefore that Grace elements are “not fighting against 
each other” highlighting how our perception of the visual can be vastly different. The 
meaning and interpretation of oral communication can be construed according to our 
knowledge and beliefs. 
 
Table 9  Layout – Grace 
Uses a process that combines elements to fill areas – (does not like empty space).* 
Uses colour and pattern as key design elements.* 
Uses colour and pattern to create emphasis.* 
Believes her package meets the brief and communicates to the target audience. 
Believes western design is ‘simple’ and Asian design is ‘fancy’ and ‘complicated’.* 
Believes that western designers do not like designs with too many elements.* 
 
Grace, in Table 9, acknowledges the aesthetic values she has come to understand exist 
in western design. Grace demonstrates a tendency, however, towards using a 
decorative approach to her design, which is contrary to what is desired by Paul. She 
combines and arranges elements in a way she finds visually appealing and believes 
this best communicates to the audience. In Grace’s opinion a good designer will 
consider the given space and add to it, believing that design approaches that do not 
consider this are ‘not designed’ and look incomplete.  
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Colour and pattern are important to Grace’s approach and she feels that her package 
design has benefited greatly through her use of both. Grace does not demonstrate a 
tendency to focus on theme relationships nor does she sequence elements and 
information in a hierarchal manner. Overall it is important to note that Grace feels that 
the package she has designed is very effective, meets the brief and communicates to 
the target market. 
 
The data further reveals that Grace believes that there is a disregard by lecturers for 
her personal view; she feels dismissed without adequate justification or explanation. 
Grace wants to be guided by Paul and the other lecturers; however, a pattern of 
distrust and disbelief has emerged. The data indicates this stems significantly from the 
indirect instruction style used most predominately by lecturers in western design 
education. Grace identifies the learning environment as different from the 
environments she has been accustomed too. Design critique in western educational 
settings involves much indirect instruction; where suggestions are made indicating 
possible directions for student-initiated improvement. Often meaning can become 
clouded and it seems that when this occurs Grace is reluctant to seek out further 
clarification and consequently personal preferences emerge as her driving force. 
 
Conclusions 
An overview of the responses, presented in Table 10, clearly shows that Grace and 
Paul have different beliefs as to what constitutes an effective visual outcome. Grace 
believes she has worked hard, created an effective result and is confident and pleased 
with her end product. Paul, on the other hand, feels the outcome is ineffective and 
does not communicate the right message to the given audience.  
 
Both express frustration. Paul feels confident that Grace has understood his 
instructions and design brief. Based on discussions, Grace has understood the literal 
words but not the more complex levels of meaning in this design context. 
Consequently Grace has not produced outcomes as expected. A lack of understanding 
of codes and the meanings associated with words in the design context has produced 
an unsatisfactory conclusion for both teacher and student.  
 
Table 10  Summary 
Typography – Paul 
• simple sans serif typefaces 
• use of minimal numbers of 
typefaces 
• hierarchical approach for 
emphasis 
• minimum colour application 
• does not alter typeface 
Typography – Grace 
• intricate script and serif typefaces 
• many varied typefaces 
• variety in typeface use for 
emphasis 
• colour use for emphasis 
• modification of typeface 
important 
 
Colour – Paul 
• theme related   
• complements message 
• sensitive to subject matter  
• not distracting 
Colour – Grace 
• bright and bold  
• fills space  
• key element to attract attention 
• selection based on emotive 
responses 
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Image – Paul 
• strong vehicle for visual 
messages  
• theme related colour use 
• works effectively with other 
elements 
• techniques explorative in nature 
 
Image – Grace 
• uses imagery to fill space  
• does not aim to create a theme 
relationship 
• likes realistic approaches 
• techniques used are safe and 
understood 
Layout – Paul 
• clean simple design  
• maximum white space 
• hierarchical approach  
• theme related elements 
• strong focal point 
Layout – Grace 
• lots of elements in design 
• minimum use of white space 
• colour to create emphasis 
• pattern to create emphasis 
• more decorative approach to 
design 
 
It is vitally important to note that a definition of quality design is highly subjective 
and greatly influenced by societal codes, beliefs and trends. Barnard (1998 p.41) 
discusses that “every single criterion will necessarily come from some socially 
located group within a society. Each of these groups will have its own idea as to what 
constitutes quality.”9 Applying this notion to design education, we might wonder if 
there is a solution that is adequate when the groups involved come from very different 
societal perspectives. We cannot dismiss the issue of quality and all concerned need to 
accept responsibility and make all attempts to minimise personal opinions so as to 
better integrate and understand how differences can co-exist. 
 
When looked at side by side it is clear to see that Paul and Grace have vastly different 
aesthetic values and problem solving approaches in the design context. That each is 
operating under their own set of beliefs is clearly demonstrated through the data with 
the design outcome demonstrating how this translates into a visual mismatch. The 
patterns presented here are repeated in all the three cases; leaving me to conclude that 
this is indicative of the deeply seeded underlying cultural beliefs and values that are 
operating in this environment. These underlying ideas and sense of aesthetics have a 
significant influence on the design practice of international students. 
 
 
 
 
 
Design Outcomes 
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